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A bet ter idea of the profit to be gained by the applicatiorÏ of 
these symptomatical indications might be gathered by determining 
the percentage of success if a forecast we re made exclusively on the 
base of 10cal winJ observations and the knowledge of the gradient 
for une given station, without consultation of a weathel' chart. 

This has been done for the station Swinemunde and the yeal's 
1909 and 1910. 

Magnitude and direction of the gl'adient were computed from the 
bal'ometl'ic heights at the stations Hamburg, Whisby and Breslau, 
forming a triangle 111 the centre of which Swinemunde is nearly 
sitl1ated. 

The method of critici zing the degree of SUCCE'SS was about the 
same as applied to the area of a weatherchal't; the result was an 
average success of 65.4 0

/ 0 , which may be considel'ed as a pretty 
fair result of the method without the application of other meana. . 

As to the signalling of StOl'IDS, the reslllt was favourable is IDight 
have been expected especially for rapidly advancing disturbances, a 
number of which could be fOl'eseen considerably earl ier than if the 
l'eJati,re windforce and ang]es of deviation were not taken inlo account. 

-,-

Meteorology. - "On tlte angle of deviation between gradient ot 
atmospheric pl'eSSU7'e and ai1' motion." By J. P. VAN DER STOK. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 27, 1912). 

In a previous communication 1) I have shown how the average 
friction coefiicient, and therefore a]so the avel'age angle of deviation 
between gradient of pressUl'e and wind\'elocity, can be derived from 
the semidiul'nal variation of barometl'ic pressUl'e and wind. 

As a l'e'3ult of th is inquil'Y for two sets of observations made q.t 
de Bilt and on board the lightvessel TE'rschellingel'bank, it was thus 
found that the angle of deviation compnted according to the weIl 
known expression for steady iliotion 

2 n sin.cp a 
tanga= -Z-=k 

a = 2 sin Cl')" l = kn 
p = geogr. latitude 
n = angl1lar velo city of the eal'th's rotation 
l = frictioncoefficient 

in winter and autumn was considerably smaller than in spl'ing itnd 
" slimmer. 

1) These proceedings: Meeting of May 27, 1911. 

• 
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If we assume that this result is not due to disturbances in the 
expressions for the semidiurnal variation or to shortcomings of th~ 
theoretical reasoning, jf further we take into account that (at least 
in our country) the angle of deviation strongly depends on the 
direction of wind and gradient, thell ~two explallations may be 
examined. 

Firstly it is possible that the specific deviation (i. e. the deviatiOI~ 

as ('onsidered separately for each direction) actually remains the 
same during the whole year, bnt that the variability of the mean 
deviatioll must be ascribed to the distribution of the winddirections 
in the different seasons. 

The fact ·e. g. that in our country during spring norther]y winds 
pre\'ail and that fol' ihis dil'ection the de\'Ïation is nnusually large, 
must cause a gl'eater angle of deviation in spring than for t11e 
whole year . 
. Secondly it is possible that the friction coefficient val'ies with the 

temperature and possibly also with the tmbl1Ienc.e of the air; in {his 
case the specific deviation would be a variabIe quantity in different 
seasons. 

With a view of putting these results of a theoretical treatment 
to the test of direct observation, we can make use of Ihe values of 
the pressure gl'adient as computed for the houl's 7h and 9h30m a.m. 
of each day from the barometric height at lhe five Dutch stations 
which, sin ce March 1904, are printed in the daily weathercharts. 

lts mean direction, holding good for de Bilt situated in the centre, 
is expressed in 16 points and therefoJ'e bas an uncertainty of ± 11°.25; 
in 1he original compntations these dire('tions are, of COUl'se, calculated 
to a much higher degree of preci~ion, but a simple consideration of 
(he weather charts shows clearly th at angles of deviation of the 
most different values are associated with gradients equal as regal'ds 
magnitude and directiol1; the use of more accurate values would, 
therefore, be of little use and it is only from a great mImber of 
observations that reliable average values eau be derived. 

Aftel' some trials it likewi~e did not appeal' desirabie to consider 
those cases only in which the gradient exceeds a given minimum, 
as fl'equently the value of a slllall gradient is evidently accurate 
and, converdeIy, for large gradients the ~omplicated general situation 
and irregular Cl1rvatures of the isobal's give rise to unreliable results. 

Therefore, in the following investigation, all observations of the 
angle of deviation computed during the period March 1904 to 
December 1910 for the five stations are used, without cunsidel'ing 
-the magnitude of the gradient, with the exception onIy of those rare 
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cases in whieh the vallles were gl'eater tha1l135° or smaller than 0°. 
Further it is assumed that the same dil'ertion of gradient, holding 

good for de BiH, mayalso be used fOl' the other stations because 
the radius of curvatnre -of the isobal's genel'ally is large in com
parison with the distance between the different stations. 

In table I the frequencies of the angnlae values corresponding 
with different directions of the gradient are given fol' the central 
station de Bilt. 

TABLE 1. Frequencies of angle of deviation, de Bilt, 1904-1910. 

Diredion 
gradient 

N 

NNE 

NE 

ENE 

E 

ESE 

SE 

SSE 

S 

SSW 

5W 

WSW 

W 

WNW 

NW 

NNW 

20 

19 

10 

2 

2 

165 67 17 

60 105 158 101 17 

14 47 123 111 46 

4, 24 73 73 38 

6 

3 

7 

16 

21 

46 60 23 

34 25 

14 55 44 

6 28 84 27 

13 

11 

13 

10 

5 

70 70 39 

58 73 39 

39 62 51 

29 68 30 

75 85 34 

13 

9 

13 

7 

16 

14 

14 

4 22 74 147 23 

4 

4 

8 28 179 125 31 5 

9 

9 

9 

4 

9 

3 

3 

6 

7 

3 

578 

469 

360 

218 

160 

101 

131 

161 

207 

213 

186 

154 

2 - 206 

9 80 246 195 41 7 "1 

274 

377 

579 

T{}tal 87 386 1227 1563 796 247 68 4374 

It appears from this table that the spreading out of the valnes is 
considerable so that the simple relation between angle of deviation, 
earth's l'otation and friction, as expressed in the foregoing fOl'ffiula, 
is but rarely realized. In table Ir the values of the angle of devia· 
tion are given as computed from freqllency tables of the same kind 
as table I for the five stations and 16 gradient dil'ections. 
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TABLE Il. Average angle of deviation for different directions of gradient. 

Dire<:;tion 11 Groningen I Helder Gradlent 

N 62°.9 68°.6 

NNE 69 .4 . 81 .1 

NE 82 .4 93 .1 

ENE 81 .4 94 .5 

E 82 .1 93 .7 

ESE 81 .9 88 .4 

SE 74 .0 84 .0 
-

SSE 76 .8 78 .1 

S 79 .0 77 .1 

SSW 75 .4 70 .5 

SW 72 .8 70 .4 

WSW 64 .1 65 .3* 

W 64 .0* 68 .5 

WNW 68 .1 70 .9 

NW 64 .2 66 .6 

NNW 60 .7* 65 .9* 

Mean 11 67°.9 

de Bilt I Flushing 1 Maestricht 

~ 

54°.7 63°.0 50°.8 , 
61 .7 64 .9 49 .9* 

75 .3 81 .0 54 .8 
-

80 .2 94 .0 70 .3 

82 .3 92 .3 70 .9 

73 .5 86 .4 71 .2 

73 .3 85 .0 67 .9 

70 .6 71 .0 59 .0 

64 .1* 69 .4 57 .1 

66 .5 62 .2 52 .8* 

68 .8 61 .0" 55 .3 
~ 

68 .4 65 .7 69 .1 
-

63 .1 65 .4 72 .8 

59 .4 70 .2 68 .8 

54 .7 70 .5 62 .5 

52 .9* 61 .8 52 .6 

66°.9 72°.7 

For the fil'st four stations the pl'incipal maximum is sitllated 
between the - directions NE and E of tlle gradient; the principal 
minimum is spread out over a lal'gel' area but mostly associated 
with N and NNW directions , secondary maxima alld minima occur 
more or less distinctly at all stations. Maestl'icht shows a consider
able divergence from the other stations as there two equivalent weIl 
defined maxima occur for the directions ESE and W, and two 
minima for the NNE and SSW dil'ections. 

The differences between the extreme valucs amount to: for 
Groningen 22°, Maestricht 23°, Helder and de Bilt 29°, for Flushing 33°, 

As has been pointed out m anoLhel' communication, these large 
differences can be ascribed to the fact that in our climate steady 
motions are of comparatively rare occurl'ence and that then the simple 
formula is not generally applicable 

A westerly gradient often indicates all approaching depression 

• 
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associated with an increa,se of gradientj an easferly gl'adient intimates
an increase of distance from the centre with a filling up and extinction 
of the depression. 

In the first case the tangent of the angle of deviation will be 
larger, in the second case smaller than the normal value owing to 
an apparent increase Ol' decrease of the friction coefficient. 

When northerly or southcrly geadients obtain, the eastward move
ment of I,he centl'e of depression is associated with a rotation of the 
gradient with constant magnitude and the effect of this roiu,tion 
must be equivalent to an apparent decrease or increase of the earth's 
deviating force j this explains the occmrence of two maxima and 
minima. The distribution of tlle different values for Maestricht finds 
a ready explanation in the fact that this statioll is situated in the 
l'iver basin of the Maes where the friction experienced by N and S 
winds must be considel'ably less than for E and W winds. 

In table lIl, showing the values of the angle of deviation cor-

TABLE lIl. Average angle of -devlation for different wind directions. 

Direction Magnetic 14° West -
Groningen Helder de BIlt Flushing Maestricht 

Wind Helder I Flushing 

, 
N 82°.4 93°.8 '17°.4 92°.5 71°.2 94°.4 93°.6 

-
NNE 77 .5 88 .0 73 .0 86 .2 68 .0 92 .2 90 .1 

. 
NE 75 .7 81 .9 71 .0 76 .8 58 .2 85 .9 85 .6 

-ENE 75 .6 77 .5 64 .4* 69 .6 54 .6 79 .8 70 .6 

E 76 .9 71 .7 66 .6 61 .9 54 .3* 77 .2 66 .3 

ESE 73 .5 70 .4 68 .7 62 .1 59 .7 70 .5 61 .4~ 

SE 64 .1* 65 .6* 68 .4 65 .7 63 .4 68 .8 63 .6 

SSE 64 .5 68 .4 62 .2 65 .7 72 .0 66 .6 65 .6 

S 68 .0 70 .6 57 .3 69 .7 69 .1 69 .2 67 .3 

SSW 63 .6 66 .6 53 .6* 70 .5 58 .6 70 .6 70 .3 

SW 61 .1 * 66 .1* 54 .0 62 .1* 51 .9 66 .3 67 .0 

WSW 62 .6 68 .5 57 .7 63 .3 50 .1* 67 .0 62 .5 

W 68 .6 76 .2 63 .9 66 .0 53 .1 71 .2 63 .1 

WNW 76 .9 84 .2 72.4 75 .4 60 .0 79 .3 73 .3 

NW 82 .0 92 .0 77 .9 84 .3 69 .2 87 .2 77 .5 . - .- . . - .- . - -- _ . .- -
NNW 81 .9 9t .2 81 .0 92 .5 70 .8 93 .4 87 .4 

,I ~ 11 
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l'esponding to diff~rent wind-directions, this effect is more clearly visibIe~ 
than in table Ir; it is del'ived from the latter by linear interpolation. 

This proves that the val'iability of the gradient in dil'ection and 
magnitude may be l'egarded as the pl'incipal cause of the spreading 
out of the angles of deviation, but that lócal circumstances also play 
an important part and the friction coefiicient len is certainly not the 
same for differen.t directions. 

When N and NNW winds obtain the path of the air padieles 
mostly traverses a sea surface whel'e friction is smalI; but this is, 
to some extent, contradicted by the fact that, if the wind is SW, 
when it also blows over the sea (although to a smaller degree), a 
minimum rather than a maximum value of the angle of deviation 
is obsel'ved. 

TABLE IV. Values of the angle of deviation, de Bilt. 

Frequencies 
I1 

Angle of deviation 

Diredion !ü b.() ~ t: ... s.. \: 
S E ~ OIJ Q) 

E ..... t: t: t: a t: 'C S ::l 'C ::l 

~ 
..... 

~ a ..... 
Gradient 0- Jl ::l 0-

::l ::l 
IJl < IJl IJl < 

N 486 323 439 378 55°.4 61°.7 57°.8* 50°.2 

NNE 413 298 388 308 61 .9 71 .2 62 .5 56 .5 

NE 282 242 305 218 65 .3 77 .5 70 .6 63 .5 

ENE 154 199 234 151 75 .5 80 .1 80 .1 75 .8 

E 50 147 175 107 82 .4 80 .8 78 .0 78 .6 

ESE 35 128 131 98 83 .5 76 .1 74 .4 19 .4 

SE 40 145 119 89 74 .2 72 .9 69 .4 74 .1 

SSE 77 178 133 111 68 .7 70 .3 66 .3 68 .7 

5 121 191 122 147 63 .2 70 .4 67 .1 64 .6 

SSW 133 189 96 188 63 .3 70 .6 66 .8 64 .1 

SW 121 158 67 207 59 .1 73 .1 70 .8 67 .8 

WSW 108 146 6Ç} 223 51 .9 10 .1 10 .4 66 .8 

W 149 148 99 238 56 .0 66 .4 67 .5 62 .8 

WNW 225 205 163 264 59 .9 61 .2 64 .0 54 .3 

NW 360 268 274 328 55 .3 58 .3 60 .9 53 .0 

NNW 450 323 396 365 54 .2* 58 .0· 58 .6 48 .6-

Tota! 11 3204 1 3288 j3210 13420 IJ Mean J 64
0
.: 1700.~ 1 670 .8 1 640 .3 
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- As might have been. expected, the diffel'ence bet ween land- and 
'seastations is clea,rly visible in the general mean values of table II; 
the most inlancl station, MaestrJcht. showing tbe smal/est value viz. 
68°, Heldei', the most mm:itime s~ation, the greatest value viz. 77°. 

vVhen we calculate the angle of deviation for different gradient 
clirections and different seasons (Tabie IV), the frequency of OCCllrrence 
becomes often - too smalI, pl'incipally fOl' E--S _directlOIls and 111 

winter. Thel'ef'ore, as ha8 been indlcated in Table IV, all fL'equencies 
have _ been taken togethel' for each seL of three sl1bsequrnt dil'ectlOl1s, 
80 th:;tt the fcomputed average vallles bear relation to an angulal' 
area of 67,°5 and not of 22,°5 as tbo'3e of the foregomg tables. 

Even then the number of observations in the SE quadrant is 
hardly sufficient, but still the a\'erage values run in a continuous mallner. 

T ABLE V. Values of the angle of deviation, 

Groningen Helder 

~i;:~~~~~ 11 Winter \' Spring 1 summerl Auturnn 11 Winter 1 Spring Isummer I Autumn 

N 62°.3 68°.2 70°.7 61°.7 69°.6 68°.9 69°.1 78°.2 

NNE 68 .4 74 .7 69 .3 69 .5 79 .1 76 .0 73 .4 90 .2 

NE 75 .2 83 .0 72 .9 75 .6 87 .8 86 .1 82 .2 100 .0 

ENE 84 .3 88 .0 77 .2 80 .0 94 .7 93 .7 89 .3 98 .9 

E 91 .6 88 .4 75 .6 77 .8 98 .6 93 .4 89 .4 96 .4 

ESE 92 .9 84 .4 70 .7 80 .3 101 .9 89 .6 84 .1 90 .8 

SE 91 .1 80 .1 69 .1 77 .4 98 .0 83 .6 77 .1 80 .3 

SSE 88 .8 78 .1 67 .3 78 .5 90 .0 79 .1 72 .8 79 .6 

S 80 .1 75 .8 70 .4 81 .9 77 .4' 75 .5 68 .8 76 .8 

SSW 78 .6 74 .3 69 .5 78 .9 77 .6 71 .4 65 .6 c 74 .5 

SW 69 .9 72 .2 66 .8 73 .0 71 .4 69 .3 59 .0* 70 .8 

WSW 64 .8 69 .3 68 .2 66 .1 71 .5 66 .9* 66 .2 68 .1 

W 59 .8 69 .1* 74 .5 64 .3 64 .8 69 .4 72 .8 69 .2 

WNW 59 .3* 69 .5 74 .·7 61 .8 62 .1 72 .1 78 .3 65 .1 

NW 59 .5 68 .6 69 .5 59 .1 61 .5* 72 .3 73 .3 64 .4* 

NNW 60 .0 66 .6 66 .6* 57 .9* 63 .3 69 .0 69 .8 67 .3 

Mean 11740.2 1750.6 1700.8 /71 0.5 1/790.3 /770.3 /740.5 1 79°.4 

58 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV. 
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In the same mannel' the angles of deviation for the other four 
stations have been calculated and are given in tables V and VI, 
for the sake of bl'evity without. thl' corresponding fl'equencies. 

~ 

TABLE VI. Values of the angle of deviation. 

Flushing 
11 

Maestricht 

~i;:~~~~~ 1I Winter 1 Spring 1 sllmmerl Autumn /1 Winter I Spring / summerl Alltumn 

N 58°.7 66°.7 65°.0 62°.9 47°.4 52°.3* 57°.4 45°.2 

NNE 66 .4 69 .9 67 .2 69 .3 48 .7 55 .8 54 .8· 46 .7 

NE 74 .8 79 .4 75 .5 75 .2 54 .9 60 .8 58 .4 49 .1 

ENE 86 .5 87 .6 86 .5 88 .5 56 .9 67 .7 65 ,0 58 .2 

E 96 .3 93 .2 88 .6 94 .2 66 .5 73 .0 67 .2 75 .4 

ESE 92 .9 87 .8 82 .2 96 .6 62 .7 70 .4 65 .4 77 .9 

SE 82 .8 78 .1 75 .2 86 .6 58 .3 63 .8 61 .3 76 .1 

SSE 77 .0 71 .2 72 .5 78 .7 56 .1 61 .6 59 .0 64'.8 

S 65 .2 64 .6 69 .2 70 .7 51 .9'" 58 .2 57 .9 55 .4 

SSW 63 .0 62 .1 66 .0 66 .5 54 .0 57 .6* 57 .4* 52 .2" 

SW 58 .3 60 .1" 64 .2" 66 .4 57 .0 60 .8 58 .3 55 .8 -
WSW 64 .2 64 .4 64 .6 63 .4 67 .2 69 .1 69 .2 61 .3 

W 68 .0 65 .4 73 .4 66 .3 67 .7 75 .6 74 .6 66 .3 

WNW 64 .7 68 .4 74 .4 63 .3 62 .0 71 .3 74 .5 62 .2 

NW 58 .7 68 .4 71.4 62 .9 53 .7 64 .4 68 .1 52 .4 

NNW 56 .5* 68 .2 68 .1 61 .5" 48 .3 60 .2 62 .0 47 .9 

Mean 11700.9 1720.2 1720.8 1730.3 11570.1 1640.1 1630.8 I 59°.2 

It appears from the avemge values for all directions taken together 
that the specific angle of deviation is greater in spring and summer 
fol' t}le lalldstations de Bilt and Maestricht but that, at the maritime 
stations Helder and Flllshing, as' also at Groningen, this diffel'ence 
is slight or nihil, while for Helder they are of opposite sign. This 
result rannot be considered as final owing to the small fi'equencies 
of some directions, and although for some directions the rule holds 
good (e.g. for NW and NNW directions, Table VII), it fails for others 
e.g. the E. directioll. 
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T ABLE VII. Mean specific angle of deviatJOn for 
NW and NNW directions of the gradient 

11 

Winter Spring Summer Autumn 

Groningen 59°.8 67°.6 68°.1 58°.5 

Helder 62 .4 70 .7 71 .6 65 .9 

de Bilt 54 .8 58 .2 59 .8 50 .8 

Flushing 57 .6 68 .3 69 .8 62 .2 

Maestricht 51 .0 62 .3 65 .1 50 .2 

The question in how far the di&tribution of winddirections in 
different seasons may cause a diffel'ence bet ween the average angles 
of deviation can be answered by calculating not the specific mcans, 
in which every djrection is regarded as equivalent, but by giving 
to each direetion the weight of its frequency. 

The values thus e~mputed and shown in table VIII apply io the 
period March 190J-December 1910 nnd the winddistribution during 
these years. 

TABLE VIII. Mean allgle of deviation according to the frequencies 
of direction, 1904--1910. 

11 

Winter Spring Summer Autumn Year 

Groningen 67°.8 74°.5 70° .1 68°.1 70°.2 

Helder 73 .5 76 .6 75 .3 77 .0 75 .6 

de Bilt 60 .8 69 .0 65 .8 60 .3 63 .6 

Flushing 65 .3 71 .6 72 .3 68 .8 69 .5 

Maestricht 53 .5 62 .9 61 .9 55 .4 58 .4 

lt appears then' that, with the only exeeption of autumn for Helder, 
the average angles of deviation in spring and summer are aetuaUy 
large!' than in winter and autumn and that this phenomenon must 
be pl'incipally ascribed to the distribution of winddirections. 

As tbe meteorological eonditions are extremely variabIe, a pel'iod 
of seven years (1904-1910) is decidedly to~ short to furnish wind 
frequencies fol' different seasons which may be eonsidered as normal 
\'alues, it. is interesting 10 apply the results of tables V aud VI for 
Helder and Flushing to two series of wind observations exteuding 
over 25 years and made on board the lightvessels Tel'scheJlingel'bank 

58li-
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and Schollwenbank situated in the vicinity of the two landstations. 
Table IX shows the windfl'equencies fol' magnetic directions, the 
a\'erage deviation being 14° (Westerly). 

For application to tbe data of tbis tabje, the angles of deviation 
cOl'l'esponding with magnetic winddirectiolls are_ given in Table Hl 
fo!' Helder and Flushing. 

TABLE IX. Frequencies of winddirection at twó Iightvessels, 

pro 1000, magnetic. 

TerscheJlingerbank 
1884-1908 

Schouwenbank 
1882-1906 

Dj~f~~n // W / Spr. 1 ~~-I A 11 W 1 Spr. 1 ~~-I A 

C 24 51 56 21 15 28 36 18 -
N 31 81 95 63 32 65 18 45 

NNE 16 41 46 23 20 62 62 32 

NE 36 92 61 36 31 138 101 48 

ENE 23 52 40 20 47 73 51 43 

E 52 95 61 59 77 64 42 79 

ESE 41 32 20 45 57 30 23 56 

SE 80 45 29 85 62 36 30 55 -

SSE 35 22 18 43 36 24 18 34 

S 80 42 28 81 71 39 28 61 
-

SSW 64 34 26 53 93 39 28 72 

SW 133 122 115 100 139 86 68 111 

WSW 64 58 86 62 73 102 132 70 

W 138 84 111 125 82 77 130 90 

WNW 59 35 55 52 56 37 59 72 

NW 71 73 91 84 77 56 • 67 79 

NNW 35 41 62 42 32 44 47 35 

The cornputation leads to the following results : 
Winter Spring Summer Autumn Year 

Tel'schellingerbank 74°.5 77°.8 78°.5 75°.6 76°.59 
Schouwenbank 70.0 73.9 73.6 71.0 72 .11 

lt appears tben that, although ~t Helder the specific angles of 
deviation are gl'eater in winter anel autumn than in Sllmmer and 
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spring. still the total means follow the general rille, owing to the 
distribution of t11e wind in the different seasons. 

The angles of deviation as computed in this manner for TersC'hel
lingerbank are 111llch larger alld probably more accurate than those 
àerived from the semidiurnal variation of wind and bal'ometric 
height; ti'om which we may conclude that these mriations are 
influenced by various disturbing elements so that a direct application 
of theoretical reasonings is premature. 

Physics. - "Contribution fo the tlteory of binary mixtures." XVIII. 
By Prof. J. D. VAN OER WAALS. 

(Communicaled in the meeting of January 27, 1912). 

In the preceding contribution some points have been mentioned 
which de5erve a fuller el ucicl at iO]1 , and the discussion of others was 
omitted, which I will now take in halld. In the first place it seems 
desil'able to me to discUBS more fully in how far the course of the 
iso bars in connectiol1 with well-known properties of the spinodal 
cline is sufficient to enable us to decide beforehalld whether th ree
phase pl'eSSUl'e wil! occur for a mixture with minimum T,,/, so that 
we need not attribute its existence to oLher llnknowll cm;ses, and 
that accordingly the existence of three-phase pl'eSSUl'e must not be 
considel'ed as an anomalous pI1enomenon. 

In the pl'eceding contribution the question was put as fo11ow8: 
has the spinodal lille on the liquid side fol' mixtures wiih minimuJll 

Tpl one value for .1J whel'e dp is equal to 0 for this line, or are 
dilJ 

. there three values for tIJ where this is the Citse, always fol' given T. 
Thinking th at the calculation would not be feasible, I had intended 
to try and itnswer tbis question tor myself by a graphical way. And 
I had come to the conclusion that the existence of 3 val nes hitd to 
be expected 1 if the place where ~,[ is minimum is close to the 
side, '2 if the range of temperature tor Tk is not too small tor the 
components, and 3 especially if the valne of the ratio of the cl'iticitl 
pl'essures of the components is la1'ge. And strictly speaking, calc111ittioll 
is not feasible yet, and this will continue to be 80 until the eql1ation 
of state is lmown with perfect accuracy. Pl'obablr the intricacy of 
the calculations will then pl'event us from obtamillg a result. BuL 
if we content ollrselves with an appl'oximate calculation, and if the 
quantity b is kept constant in the equation of state, itnd if ,quasi-


